The goal of this research is to identify the planning techniques of high-rise housing estates applying a smart green city concept in order to understand the necessity of integrating 'planning & building' planning techniques and 'smart system' planning techniques and to analyze the current status of application. For the research, firstl, the definition of smart green city was established and high-rise housing estates planning was categorized according to a three space hierarchy, seven planning directions and 17 major features through literature review. Second, 28 'planning & building' planning techniques and 'smart system' planning techniques were derived through literature review and FGI analysis. Last, four cases in Multi-functional Administrative City were analyzed for the current status of application of planning techniques. In conclusion, planning techniques in 'Transportation Network', 'Environment-friendly layout planning of housing', 'Revitalization of green transportation', 'Utilization of new & renewable energy', 'Crime prevention and accident reduction', 'Use of high performance, and efficiency facility' main feature were identified as important planning techniques for Smart Green City and its implications were estimated.
서론
. 관련 개념으로는 탄소중립도시, 스마트 시티, 유비쿼터스 도시(U-City), 유에코시티(U-Eco City) 등이 있다 [1] .
Author
Concept of smart green city
The city that aims low carbon city and realizes energy reduction and management through Introducing the U-service for carbon reduction in responding to climate change J. K. Obeying carbon neutral city principle, the city that minimizes carbon emissions and has more aggressive meaning than low carbon green city H. B. Obeying carbon neutral city principle, the city that maximizes energy efficiency based on advanced technology and new & renewable energy B. S. Yun (2011) The city that integrates ubiquitous service with environment-friendly and energy saving facility
The city that realizes technology directed future city aiming carbon neutral city with integration of traditional construction technology, convergence technology including IT, RT, NT and green technology 
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